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Abstract

Magneto-optical Faraday rotation (FR), optical absorption and magnetization of oxide glasses with high concentration of
31 31 21rare earth (RE) ions (up to 25 mol.% of R O , R: Pr , Dy , Eu ) are investigated. These glasses had a good transparence2 3

and high value of Verdet constant simultaneously. They can be considered as materials of high magneto-optical quality in the
wavelength range 200–400 nm.
   2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Glasses activated by rare earth (RE) elements rotation (FR) which increases with the increase of
have attracted considerable attention of scientists and light quanta energy is usually accompanied by
engineers during several last decades because of their considerable rise of optical absorption. Earlier we
numerous applications in optically pumped solid- have shown[7] that the formation of RE clusters can
state lasers, optical modulators, switches, etc. Optical cause an increase of UV absorption in glass, which is
and magneto-optical properties of RE ions that absolutely undesirable from the viewpoint of glass
depend on their environment in glasses are also applications. Thus, the clarification of clustering
interesting from the fundamental point of view and mechanism is of primary importance for glass tech-
were studied in a great number of works[1–8]. The nology. Valuable information on the problem can be
appearance of a new generation of lasers for the obtained with the help of magnetic measurements.
ultraviolet spectral (UV) region gave a new impetus Magneto-optical properties of RE compounds are
to the study of these kind of materials because of the closely connected with their magnetic properties.
necessity to create effective magneto-optical ele- This connection was first considered by Van Vleck
ments for UV. The main difficulty in achieving high and Hebb[9]. Though many authors dealt with
magneto-optical quality in UV range is that Faraday magnetic properties of RE compounds, in general,

the investigations of magnetic properties of RE
doped glasses started quite recently[10–14]. The*Corresponding author. Fax:17-3912-43-8923.
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optical properties of different glass matrices with other uncontrolled impurities. Glass samples EuB O4 7

were prepared from Eu O and B O at the tempera-various RE ion concentrations can promote obtaining 2 3 2 3

ture 10008C in the atmosphere of nitrogen (95% ofnew information on RE cluster formation and study-
the volume) and hydrogen (5% of the volume)ing their influence on magneto-optical quality of

31during 6 h. During the process Eu was reduced toglasses.
21Eu .In the present work we will show spectral depen-
FR and optical absorption measurements weredencies of FR and optical absorption and temperature

made on polished glass samples of thickness rangingdependencies of magnetic susceptibility of several
from 0.02 to 1.1 mm. For magnetic measurementsRE containing glasses which have not been studied

3bulk glass samples of 43432 mm were used. FRbefore from this viewpoint.
measurements were made by null-analyzer methodThree glass compositions were investigated: (a)
(with modulation of light polarization plane) in thehx(Pr O 1La O )1(1002x)(SiO 1P O 1GeO )j,2 3 2 3 2 2 5 2

wavelength range 220–600 nm and in the tempera-(b) hx(Dy O 1La O )1(1002x)(Al O 1B O 12 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

ture range 80–350 K using an original spec-SiO 1GeO )j and (c) EuB O . Glasses containing2 2 4 7

tropolarimeter. The accuracy of FR measurementspraseodymium were prepared from the mixture of
was 0.2 min. The magnetic field changed from25 toreagents H PO , SiO , GeO and Pr O in a3 4 2 2 6 11

15 kOe, with an accuracy of 10 Oe. Measurementsresistance furnace in quartz or platinum 100 ml
41 of magnetization were performed using a commercialcrucibles at 1300–15008C. During this process Pr

SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS-55)from the compound of mixed valency was reduced to
31 with the scan length of 4 cm in the temperaturePr . Glasses containing dysprosium were prepared

interval 5–300 K and in the magnetic field up to 50from the corresponding oxides as starting materials.
kOe.La O was added so that the total molar concen-2 3

FR spectral dependencies for several samples attration of (R O1La O ) was 15 and 25% for Pr2 3 2 3

the room temperature are shown inFig. 1.As is welland Dy, correspondingly. The melts were vitrified by
known, FR in a material is given by the equation:rapid cooling to 350–4008C, and then the glasses

obtained were annealed at 3008C. The total impurity
a 5VlH, (1)

levels in all the samples were 0.12 mass% of Pr O ,6 11
23 242310 mass% of R O , and 10 mass% of some wherea is the rotation angle,l is the length of the2 3

 

Fig. 1. Verdet constant for Pr, Eu and Dy glasses presented inTable 1as a function of the wavelength at room temperature. In the inset, FR
spectrum calculated according to the formula (Eq. (3)) wherel 5350 nm andDl 510 nm.0 0
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light path in a medium,H is the magnetic field nm and the half line widthDl 510 nm is shown in0
31applied along the light beam, andV is Verdet the inset inFig. 1. One can see that for Pr and

31constant. In general, Verdet constant contains three Dyl is far in UV beyond the region of glass0
21terms[15,16]: transparency, and for Eu l is very close to this0

region. The effective wavelengths,l , determined0V5 A(l)1B(l)1C(l, T ) (2) from the experimental dispersions according to Eq.
(3), are 180, 190 and 360 nm for Pr, Dy and Eu

The diamagnetic termA is proportional to the containing glasses, respectively. The FR linear de-
splitting of electronic states in the magnetic field and pendence on RE ions concentration was observed for
does not depend on temperatureT. The paramagnetic (a) and (b) compositions. Both of these compositions
term C is proportional to the difference in thermal are transparent up to 240 nm and are characterized
populations of the components of the ground state by large enough FR value in the shortwave length
splitting in the magnetic field; therefore, it depends region. The highest FR value in UV has been
on temperature. The termB is called paramagnetic as obtained for Pr containing glasses. The (c) sample is
well. It is due to the mixing of the states by the transparent up to 350 nm only, but in the interval
magnetic field, so it is independent of temperature 350–450 nm there is a maximum of FR absolute
(in a limited temperature range). This term exists value, which is observed in the vicinity of the
only for the condensed matter, when crystal field wavelengthl , according to the formula (3). The FR0splitting of the states takes place. Both paramagnetic maximum value near 380 nm is very high. Basing on
terms have identical dispersions (l is the light the FR and optical absorption measurements the
wavelength), different from the dispersion of the magneto-optical figure of merit described by:
diamagnetic term.

VVan Vleck and Hebb[9] derived the following 21 ]S DQ 5 10 , (4)krelationship between the paramagnetic Verdet con-
stant (C-term) and magnetic susceptibilityx for a where k is the absorption coefficient, was obtained
free ion: for all the samples. The highestQ values obtained

2 21 2 21 are presented inTable 1.l l21 ] ]V5xK g 12 ;C 12 , (3)F G F G Temperature dependencies of the magnetization0 2 0 2
l l0 0 and FR in the temperature interval 80–300 K are

similar. Temperature dependencies of reciprocalwhereg is Lande factor of the ground state splitting,
magnetization of the glasses presented inTable 1atl is the wavelength of the effective electron transi-0

H52 kOe are shown inFig. 2. They display thetion equivalent in action to all transitions, producing
Curie–Weiss type of magnetic behavior at highFR far enough from the resonance absorption andK0

temperatures. However, some deviations of the mag-is a coefficient of proportionality between magneto-
netization temperature dependence from the Curie–optical activity of effective transition,C , and mag-0

Weiss law are observed at low temperatures. Thesenetic susceptibility. Here the line width is not taken
deviations can be due to different causes one ofinto account for the simplicity. The FR dependencies
which can be the formation of RE clusters. Due toon the wavelengthl are shown inFig. 1 for several
indirect exchange interaction through oxygen, REsamples representing each glass composition. The
ions can be ordered antiferromagnetically at lowshortest wavelength values, where FR curves stop,
temperatures producing the deviations observed.correspond approximately to the fundamental absorp-
Though at high temperatures this order can not taketion edge for each composition. The character of FR
place, RE clusters lead to the enhancement of opticalspectral dependence is the same for different RE ion
absorption and, consequently, to the decrease ofQconcentrations of (a) and (b) compositions and does
value. Additional investigations are needed to clearnot change in the temperature interval 80–300 K.
up this question. However, if RE cluster formationSpectral dependencies of FR shown inFig. 1 follow
did take place, technological efforts should be under-the formula (3) quite well. The theoretical FR curve
taken to avoid this phenomenon and thus enhance thecalculated according to the formula (3) withl 53500
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T able 1
Optical absorptionk, Verdet constantV and magneto-optical figure of meritQ for several samples at different wavelengths

21 21 21 21 21
l (nm) k (cm ) V (grad cm kOe ) Q (grad kOe dB )

15Pr O –85(SiO1P O 1GeO )2 3 2 2 5 2

240 3.0 115.0 3.80
250 1.5 97.9 6.53
270 1.1 64.6 5.80

25Dy O –75(Al O 1B O 1SiO 1GeO )2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2

240 39.3 55.7 0.14
250 34.3 49.8 0.15
270 28.5 40.3 0.14

EuB O4 7

487.5 6.4 21.6 0.34
500.0 4.8 18.9 0.40
512.5 3.0 17.1 0.57

magneto-optical figure of merit of the material under magneto-optical characteristics in the spectral region
discussion. 250–300 nm.

Summarizing the results we can state that some of
the glasses investigated possessed good transparence
and high value of Verdet constant in UV simul- A cknowledgements
taneously. So, they can be considered as good
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Fig. 2. Reciprocal magnetization vs. temperature for the same glasses.
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